
Of all the compromising information available to data thieves 
these days, confidential legal documents are some of the most 
sensitive — and among the most appealing. Under threat from 

foreign states and corporate actors, law firms with international practices 
have been adjusting their technology policies, especially for lawyers 
traveling abroad. The upshot: Practicing law internationally is coming 
to look a lot like a day in the life of James Bond.
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Tanya L. Forsheit of InfoLawGroup says law firms are increasingly being targeted 
directly by hackers masquerading as FTC or SEC officials.

Full -disk encryption, on the other 
hand, prevents that trick from working.

Encryption is also becoming more 
common on portable storage devices, 
such as USB drives, and attorneys are 
paying particular attention to mobile 
phones.

Simone McCormick, a director at 
Murphy Pearson Bradley & Feeney, 
said her firm equips all smart phones 
with security software.

“It has a second login and can be 
controlled externally from the office,” 
she said. “If the phone is lost, it can 
be wiped, ” making sensitive data 
inaccessible.

 Encryption is especially important 
for attorneys who work with health 
care providers, Gainer said. Under a 
clarified rule that went into effect in 
September, law firms are considered 
business associates under the 1996 
Health Insurance Portability and Ac-
countability Act, or HIPAA. 

But under HIPAA, an entity wouldn’t 
have to report a data breach if the data 
exposed were fully encrypted. “It’s 
what’s referred to as a safe harbor 
under HIPAA,” Gainer said.

McCormick said attorneys should 
closely inspect any application they 
wish to use to transfer client informa-
tion. She advised against using free, 
online services such as  Dropbox.

“There are plenty of services out 
there that are fully encrypted, where 
there’s verification of the sender and 
receiver,” she said, “and those should 
be used.”

 Key questions to ask are where 
the information is stored, how long 
the company retains it, and whether 
the service verifies or guarantees the 
security of documents, she said.

Forsheit at InfoLawGroup said that 
despite the increased focus on prevent-
ing breaches, hackers are keeping the 
pressure on law firms by constantly 
updating their techniques.

“I think law firms have taken more 
steps to try to help prevent incidents 
over the last 10 years,” she said. 
“Whether they’ve been successful is a 
different question.”
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In an effort to foil would-be attack-
ers, lawyers have employed high-tech 
security measures to keep digital infor-
mation on lockdown. Firms have set 
up systems that allow attorneys’ hard 
drives to be erased remotely in case 
a device is lost or stolen. And when 
lawyers do travel, many are limiting the 
amount and type of sensitive data they 
bring along. Some create detailed plans 
for the countries they visit, identifying 
locations with less secure Internet 
connections and governments more ca-
pable or inclined to seize information. 

Part of the problem, experts said, is 
that hackers have been devising specific 
attack plans for law firms. In the past, 
firms were often caught in generic 
hacking schemes designed to apply to a 
wide variety of companies, but increas-
ingly they’re being targeted directly. 
Lawyers, for example, have received 
fake emails from hackers claiming to be 

from the Federal Trade Commission or 
Securities and Exchange Commission.

“That has been the source of a tre-
mendous number of security compro-
mises,” said Tanya L. Forsheit, found-
ing partner of InfoLawGroup LLP, a 
boutique that focuses on privacy, data 
security and other technology matters. 

The rise of state-sponsored hacking 
operations have also driven home the 
point that attorneys, especially those 
working internationally, need to take 
steps to protect client information. 
While many lawyers mentioned Chi-
na as the most obvious country in 
which state-sponsored hacking and 
large amounts of legal work collide, 
the threats aren’t always overseas. In 
February, reports surfaced that the 
National Security Agency had eaves 
dropped on communications between 
Mayer Brown LLP  and the Indonesian 
government, which the firm was repre-

senting during trade talks with the U.S. 
An increasingly important part of 

many lawyers’ data security strategies, 
said Bradford K. Newman, a partner at 
Paul Hastings LLP, involves becoming 
familiar with the privacy regimes and 
general Internet safety in various 
countries and developing rules of en-
gagement accordingly.

“If you go to certain places,” he said, 
“you take a laptop that only has cer-
tain information on it, not everything 
you’ve worked on for the last five to 
10 years.” 

 Attorneys should also avoid check-
ing email or opening sensitive doc-
uments while using an untrusted 
Internet connection, such as those 
commonly found at airports, hotels and 
coffee shops, especially while traveling 
abroad, Newman said.

Encrypting data — essentially gar-
bling it for transmission and storage 
— can add a layer of protection, but 
Randal L. Gainer, a partner with Baker 
& Hostetler LLP, said some countries 
have restrictions on the level of encryp-
tion that travelers can use. Lawyers, 
he said, should consult experts on 
countries they plan to do business in.

 In the United States, for example, 
authorities can actually sidestep en-
cryption. Customs agents can order 
a traveler upon entry to the U.S. to 
boot up a computer and open files. If 
the owner refuses, they can confiscate 
the device. 

“District courts have held that, 
under the Fourth A mendment, there 
is a long- standing border exception,” 
Gainer said.

Nevertheless, many said that en-
cryption continues to be the best bet 
for protecting information. Some law 
firms are changing how they use the 
technology in order to further guard 
their data.

Many firms, for example, are mov-
ing to full-disk encryption, a system 
that attaches a password to a comput-
er’s hard drive. A traditional comput-
er-login password is meant to stop an 
intruder from accessing the computer, 
but that can be defeated simply by mov-
ing the hard drive to another computer. 


